In the published account of his 1907 tour around the British East Africa Protectorate, Winston
skin infection transmitted by sand fly bites, known as the "the Kandahar sore" and resulting in disfiguring lesions of the face. "Owing to my unpleasant appearance," Jago wrote, "I have not been able to fully practice my profession among Europeans".
2 Unable to gain European custom, Jago was compelled to work for Africans. For the past six months he had occupied a room in a "native hut" where his practice consisted "mainly of injections". The image of the white man dispensing medical care to colonized people was a prominent theme in the colonial civilizing mission but here the doctor was caring for Africans not as an expression of his whiteness but his alienation from it. The "natives" were his clients; Jago was weaker than they. If not paid in cash, he was likely paid in kind. Boundaries, of several sorts, were being breached. 3 Placed side by side, these two discursive fragments represent contrasting extremes on a spectrum of colonial power. They also comprise very different kinds of sources. Whereas
Churchill constructed a racial type -"the European" -by describing his own, supposedly representative experience, Jago's appeals for help were communicated privately and made no reference to the subjective, experiential dimensions to his illness, his exclusion from colonial society or his life shared with Africans. If colonial East Africa was, for Churchill, a delight, what it meant for Jago we simply do not know.
As these contrasting examples show, our ability to understand the emotional history of empire will always be constrained by the extent to which its expression was rendered public and subsequently preserved. In the essays that follow, scholars working on a range of contexts take the challenges of "the private" as the means to complicate the notion that, no matter their background or social status, colonizing subjects -within any particular colonial society at least -in some way felt as one. In East Africa, Brett Shadle argued, all white settlers possessed a common "settler soul". Whether men or women, rich or poor, criminals or "poor whites"-all shared in a common fund of attitudes and beliefs. 4 In much of this writing, historians have worked from public discourse. They have mined newspapers and periodicals, political speeches and parliamentary debates, pamphlets and tracts, as well as published books in the form of travellers' and missionaries' accounts. 7 In all these cases, texts were not only written for an audience but together worked to create systems, structures or communities of feeling. Thus, colonial emotions are understood in terms of a grammar of difference -as the affective repertoire that produced colonial subjects through "embodied ways of knowing". 8 Yet the emphasis on emotions as shared by and constitutive of groups fails to allow for the ways by which individuals, in Michael Roper's words, interact with collective consciousness. The "deep, complex and varied emotional experiences that constitute the domain of subjectivity," Roper has argued, too often "get flattened in analyses of external codes and structures". How individuals felt is assumed, in other words, from analysis of cultural formations. As Roper argues, "such work over-extends the reach of the normative, investing it with a vocabulary that pertains to the domain of subjectivity but which denudes that domain of human subjects." Roper's concern was with gender history but that same tendency is clearly apparent in colonial studies, most notably in a now substantial body of work on panic, fear and anxiety.
Colonial cultures, it has been extensively argued, were riven with anxieties. In India, memories of the 1857 rebellion lived long into the twentieth century; in southern Africa white settlers lived constantly on the look-out for signs of an impending revolt. 10 Anxieties over black peril -the sexual assault of white women by colonized men -and the apparently harmful effects of the tropical environment similarly expressed doubts over the placidity of colonized subjects and the long-term ability of Europeans to make colonial territories their home. 11 Yet these fears are to a great extent explained by the ideological work that they enabled. Watching out for signs of native unrest taught Europeans that the people they lived amongst were inherently violent; militating against the black peril helped white men control white women as well as black men; doubts over the ability of Europeans to acclimatize to tropical environments enabled elaborate regimes of self-defense to be publicly performed. 12 What all of this achieved was to endlessly re-instate the mythologies of race. Only white people were exposed to the dangers that colonial anxieties described. Only white people were prone to suffer tropical neurasthenia.
Colonial fears were as much about constituting and controlling whiteness as they were an expression of a colonial condition or an emotional state. 13 Our aim in this special issue is to disaggregate current writing on colonial emotions by focusing on the individual and the intimate. Writing on the advantages of "close-up" microhistorical analysis -and drawing on a theory developed by geographer Jay Appleton -John
Brewer distinguished between two different types of historical writing. These he labelled as "prospect" history and "refuge" history. Prospect history, Brewer wrote, might be characterized by a single, superior point of view (reminiscent ofChurchill on the train) in which an extensive, large-scale landscape is surveyed and analysed. Refuge history, by contrast, is small-scale and tightly focused. "Its emphasis," Brewer writes, "is on a singular place rather than space, the careful delineation of particularities and details [and] a degree of enclosure." 14 While the writer of prospect history is outside her field of study, the refuge historian is within it. Importantly, refuge history involves not a desire to control or master history but a sense of belonging or connectedness to persons and details in the past. "This sort of history," Brewer suggested, "sees sympathy and understanding -a measure of identification which can range from the quite abstract to the deeply emotive -as essential to historical knowledge and insight." If historians do feel some sort of identification with the people and circumstances they are examining, then the question of to whom, precisely, one feels connected must inevitably ensue, a question felt especially keenly when studying colonial contexts, where categories of difference were so crucial. "Is it humanity" that shares in the connection, Brewer asked, "or a
[particular] reference group based on race, class or gender?" In reconstructing a 1928 murder trial in London, Jonathan Saha placed that same question into historical context. Sympathy, suggested Saha, should be understood not as an emotion but as "a pathway for affect to move between people". Sympathy informed "who could feel for whom". 17 Pointedly, Saha's concern was not to show what people felt. To that extent, he moved beyond those works that focused on particular emotions such as anxiety and fear. He also allowed himself to avoid the need, so evident within histories of emotion, to navigate between emotions as "felt" (subjectivity) and emotions as culturally constructed and socially mediated. But his analysis returns us to the making of difference. Sympathy in 1928 reinforced boundaries and stereotypes. Hierarchies of race and gender were entrenched once again.
By working from sources conventionally understood as private -diaries, memoirs and personal correspondence -the essays that follow move away from the public circulation of emotion. Only one -Nadia Rhook's essay on the death of a young white settler in Australiashows how emotion, through its public transmission, performed ideological work. But Rhook's analysis of a legal trial is matched by her attention to the circumstances that preceded it. She stages her account both in the very public setting of a court-room and in the very private space of a boarding house room and the human relations therein. She holds a tension, in other words, between two quite different ways of reading her story: one that emphasizes how emotions were channeled in the making of difference and one that directs attention to those intimate, "scarcely visible" spaces where difference was eroded. Moreover, the way she does so enables a reader to feel connection to various actors in her story. While the other essays all involve "private"
sources -diaries, letters, memoirs and, in Deborah Posel's article, oral testimonies -they are all relational nonetheless, populated with casts of characters that include "I", the historian, and "you", the reader. 18 Writing these essays has forced us to think reflexively about how we sift evidence and how we are drawn to the stories that we write.
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The principal shift in these essays, then, is away from thinking about emotion in terms of public codes and expectations and towards the interior, subjective worlds of individuals.
That, in turn, represents a move away from what has been a point of settled consensus since the cultural turn -that there is no bounded, private self. As Barbara Taylor has written, in critiquing this view:
Subjectivity, it is widely argued…is no timeless, cultureless essence of personhood, but a cultural artifact that mutates over time. The present-day notion of an inner self -an ego, source and site of personal identity -is no human eternal but a contingent product of Western modernity.
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As Taylor went on to observe, this rejection of the notion of the private self ironically became ascendant at the same time as historians directed ever-increasing attention towards the intimate, writing on topics such as sexuality and the body, health and illness, disability and madness and childhood and the family. "The new cultural history," Taylor wrote, "set out to explore inner life, the deep waters of human nature, while declaring "the subject" officially dead. We see the same correlation within colonial history. Influenced by the historical ethnographer, Ann Stoler, historians have documented in now-exhaustive detail the ways in which colonial states' attempted to regulate the intimate. Though racial categories appeared to rest on biological distinctions, Stoler argued, they depended in fact on tacitly and tenuously held beliefs in the emotional capacities attached to different groups, capacities that were read, in turn, principally through intimate relations. Who lived with whom, who had sex with whom and who felt what kinds of feelings in the colonial milieu: it was around these questions that the politics of racial classification revolved. At the same time, the need to efficiently exploit indigenous land, labor and natural resources meant that colonial regimes were as concerned with the intimate domains of pregnancy, birth and child care amongst subject peoples as they were with the suppression of rebellion, the raising of tax and the propping up of proxy powers.
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In approaching the intimate as an aspect of colonial governance, historians have shared the reticence to countenance a recoverable "private" self. 22 Medical journals, child rearing manuals, commissions of enquiry and the institutional records of clinics, prisons, orphanages and asylums have all proved more appealing than sources written in the first person and that claim to record unmediated lived experience. 23 To be sure, intimate histories set during earlier periods -roughly speaking, before the mid to late nineteenth century -have done much to reveal the agency of subaltern groups and individuals, their movement through space and the fluid, still embryonic aspect of racial, social and territorial boundaries. 24 According to a commonly accepted narrative, however, the rise of scientific racism during the second half of the nineteenth century, rebellions in India in 1857 and the Caribbean in 1865 and the intensification of imperial competition amongst the European powers led to an increasing awareness of racial difference and a hardening of boundaries. The expanding capacity of colonial states to intervene in the intimate lives of their human subjects, meanwhile, generated the archival records from which accounts of state regulation were subsequently written.
If the writing of "private lives" must also be histories of the archive, they must also inevitably be histories of gender. The public sphere, as Joan Scott argued, "has often been impervious to gender analysis because historians' focus has been with men's activities, public institutions and power, and not with women and the 'private sphere'". 25 As Adele Perry acknowledges in her study of the Douglas-Connolly family, to reconstruct the intimate, interior worlds of men and women is bound to involve engaging with an archive that constructs the intimate in part precisely through the confining of female subjectivities to the private sphere.
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Of the essays that follows, just one, that by Uma Dhupelia-Mesthrie, can be said to take place within that sphere but it is a story built around the "private life" of one exemplary public man: The only other essay here issue to be written overtly around fear -Kim A. Wagner's account of Amritsar -is also written from the diary of a woman -and a wife. Whereas the heat and noise of the New Zealand wars was a distant thunder within the corridors of Auckland's Government House, the violence of the Indian "mob" was near at hand for Melicent Wathen, wife of an English school master at Amritsar in 1919. In reconstructing Melicent's diary, however, Wagner notes that she wrote of pending catastrophe retrospectively, from the cool of the hill station once the crisis had been averted -yet before the events for which Amritsar became famous: the massacre at Jallianwala Bagh. Wagner is interested, then, in "the content of the form" -in questions of timing and periodization by which events get spaced and by which the act of writing itself becomes an act of self-composure. Dhupelia-Mesthrie's essay, also sourced from a diary, likewise shows the composition of the self. Everything that Clarence
Cousins, the Chief Immigration Officer in Cape Town, wrote of as his private subjectivity, and through which he expressed attachment to place, was underwritten by all that he kept out. His public work in excluding undesirable immigrants was echoed in what the writing of his private life also worked to suppress.
That Harriet Gore Browne's inner turmoil went on within the confines of Government House brings to mind Stoler's insistence that the "thresholds of inside and out were not confined to those people caught on the margins, as if "mixed bloods" and "half-castes" (the "undesirable" for Cousins) were the only categories of people wrought with interior battles of bitterness and grief". 27 My own essay is peopled with men and women on the margins who sought to displace their marginality in the act of writing: theirs is an autobiographical corpus that didn't just draw on but produced a discourse of respectable failure. Their letters were addressed to the British Governor-General in South Africa -and sometimes to the British monarch. Private experience was rendered public matter but was written in such a way as to personalise the state by assuming some level of confidence between recipient and sender.
Petitions such as these show the reality of failure and disappointment for many of those British emigrants who sailed for Southern Africa around the turn of the twentieth century. The argument offered here is that in writing of their failure, petitioners sought to suppress the intensity of their subjective experience, channelling their writing into the bloodless prose-style of official correspondence. Disrupting that style, however, intruded "stray emotions": anger, resentment and despair. 28 The discourse of poor white petitions shows the limits to the emotional community of white settlers in Southern Africa. At the same time, they reveal the ways in which a changing racial climate in the country generated variable kinds of social alienation. There is a larger history here: on the return migrations that accompanied European decolonisation and the intimate histories to which they gave rise.
Begging letters, addressed by failed settlers to the colony's Governor, presumed a relation, just as the autobiography, as Durba Ghosh notes, must always reference an "I in relation to you". vulnerability of an incarnated self who postulates the other as necessary".
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"One can only tell an autobiography,' wrote Butler, "without the 'you' my own story becomes impossible." In writing her own narrative, Ghosh is forced to reference herself in relation to both the terrorist and the jailor. But she also invokes "us" -each of us -in its telling. As Sara Ahmed argued, emotions are precisely about the intimacy of the "with", bound up with how we inhabit the world "with" [and against] others. 31 Attempting to write of -if not with -emotion leads us to reconsider to what or to whom we are bound.
That question rests in turn on how we imagine categories or groups. In writing of imperial anxieties amongst the British working class in India, Alexandra Lindgren-Gibson has noted a tendency amongst historians to "look to the lowest of the low -the beggars, prisoners and lunatics". 32 While it is true that work focused on each of these groups inevitably leaves out those amongst the non-elite who did not get arrested, imprisoned or deported, it is also the case that each of these groups were constructed by and through a particular discourse. 33 A "lunatic" might also be a beggar at one time -and might at another have established himself as a respectable member of the working, or even middling, classes, a process likely to have involved a selective self-disclosure of earlier lives and "private" selves. 34 Like emotions, lives were never still. People moved through categories yet colonial categories of knowledge are echoed in the partitions that frame our own research, borne out by the historiographical fractures that represent colonial society as -however diverse -nonetheless divisible into segments or groups.
Yet, as Antoinette Burton and Tony Ballantyne have written, histories of the intimate must also be histories of movement. 35 In her finely wrought study of the trial that followed the death of a young white man in Portland, Victoria -"a coastal frontier at the southern edge of the British Empire" -in 1898, Nadia Rhook tracks the movement of individuals through hierarchies of race and class. Around the pivot of a death, we see the changing fortunes of those around the diseased -his father and his European and Indian doctors -as identities got challenged, claimed and imputed. These are all global lives but in Rhook's telling they "drag us back", as John-Paul A. Ghobrial put it, "to a deep local history." 36 We know the emotional satisfaction that whites in other settler contexts gained from dispensing medical care to colonised people -but the experience of Ranja and Assaf, two Indian doctors in caring for a young European man, is here obscured in the record. 37 Instead what the archive reveals is the racial function served by grief. After the death of his son, Bailey the elder orchestrated the conviction of the Indians for manslaughter. Grief, in this instance, helped to firm up the racial boundaries distinguishing white doctors from Indian "oculists" while reinstating the authority of the "white man" within the wider context of Australian settler nationalism.
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It takes Rhook's intimate retelling, however, to link the public space of the court with the down-at heel-boarding house where Bailey died -and to conjure a story that is framed as much by the success of Indian doctors in establishing themselves within colonial society as it is by the effects of racialized emotion in keeping them at its edge.
Deborah Posel's article also links the "barely visible" worlds of intimate encounters with a public sphere in which racial boundaries were clearly marked. Isdell were in the car because of a convergence of interests that resulted from the need for South African business to get to know the country's black population as consumers. In apartheid-era South Africa it was the master-servant relation that perhaps best expressed the paradox of what Posel terms, "racial strangeness" but it was through the closeness of that same relation that the problem of white ignorance was first addressed.
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"When the day dawns, who delivers your morning paper and the milk?" began one marketing agency's promotional pamphlet. The intimacy of things opened the possibility for difference to erode but colonial power did not automatically dissipate in the intimate, nor were colonial discourses more remote. Instead, intimacy might be thought of as a space where difference was challenged by the possibilities for the understanding of what resulted from it, subjectively, for the other that is "you" yet who is marked at the same time as Other from yourself. before, or at, imperial decline yet agents of international development are no less socially situated -and intimately connected -than those colonial Europeans before them. 43 In another vein, we might ask: how might historians understand colonial anxieties when writing on the wars that preceded decolonisation in South-East Asia and across French, Portuguese and Anglophone Africa?
These essays do not claim to be comprehensive but our impetus here has been less towards a definitive mapping of intimacy and the emotions in empire than a reflection on what an emotionally involved, intimate way of writing colonial histories demands of us as historians and the methodologies we employ. As ever the problem with the local and the particular is its relation to larger scales of analysis: what light do these studies give on anything beyond their immediate context? Must close attention to "ordinary" lives always be at the expense of a bigger, more consequential picture? 44 Yet in writing of empire's "private lives" we are forced to connect a whole series of fields that are frequently positioned apart -from the emotions to psychoanalysis; from the conventions of individual life-writing to the wider webs of social and political allegiance that families, friendships and dependencies entail; and from the specter of violence to its inescapable necessity as a mechanism of rule. The small-scale, locally grounded, micro-histories presented here are certainly not marked by the detachment that has characterized so much imperial historiography yet nor do they resemble that tendency within much social history to pursue an emotional or ideological identification with those eclipsed from dominant narratives. 45 Of the individuals presented here, only one -Trailoyka Nath -can 
